Presentation Instructions

The following presentation instructions are applied to all accepted full papers, short papers, poster papers and workshop papers. All authors please follow the corresponding instructions to prepare the presentation for your papers.

Full papers
• Each full paper will be presented in an oral presentation.
• Each presentation will be allotted totally 15 minutes, including 3~5 minutes for Q&A.
• One best paper award winner will be announced in the award ceremony session right after the keynote speech on November 10 (Tue.).

Short papers
• Each short paper will be presented in an oral presentation.
• Each presentation will be allotted totally 12 minutes, including 2~3 minutes for Q&A.

Poster papers
• Each author of poster paper will be online standby in a poster session.
• One poster session will be allotted totally 60 minutes. The authors have to send their electronic poster files to the Local Arrangement Chair, Prof. Anthony Y. H. Liao (dr.tonyliao@gmail.com), to demonstrate the posters on the poster website.

Workshop papers
• Each workshop paper will be presented in an oral presentation.
• Each presentation will be allotted totally 12 minutes including 2 minutes for Q&A.

Information for oral presentations
• Time will be strictly enforced by session chairs and all the presenters are expected to make sure that their presentations fit strictly within the time limit and that the switching to another presentation is done during the Q&A.

Information for poster presentations
• For poster presentations, at least one author must be online standby during your poster session. During this time, expert participants may ask questions about your work via typing questions in the text area below your poster. The authors should give a prompt reply.